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The global small satellite market valued at
- USD 2.69 billion in 2017,
- expected to reach USD 6.91 billion by 2023

Small satellites are an emerging class of spacecraft,
with significant advantages over traditional satellites
- shorter development cycles,
- smaller development teams,
- cost much lesser for launch (as compared to

conventional alternatives).

Development of smart materials contributes to
reducing the satellite size and mass over time for
manufacturers.

The demand for small satellites has reached a new
high especcially for scientific research, military, and
defense sectors. Small satellites are increasingly
being preferred for, as compared to commercial
applications.

More than 500 small satellites are expected to be
launched in the next

five years.

Small satellites market and forcast
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Small satellites market and forcast

Source: Small sat market intelligence Report Q2 2018 – Catapult satellite applications
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Small satellites market and forcast

Source: Small sat market intelligence Report Q2 2018 – Catapult satellite applications
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What is the current regulation for small satellites 
missions?
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At international level
Small satellites fall under the application of the space international
regulations, as for other type of satellites (Art. 1 d) of the liability
convention).
The International regulation do not refer to the size, mass or origin of a
space object to qualify it as such.
Therefore, liability may be beard by the launching state, but no
insurance obligation is attached to such liability

At national level
The licensing, liability and eventual insurance obligation will depend on
each applicable national legislation

2. What is the current regulation for small satellites missions?
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US CSLA 
FCC license for small satellites under parts 5 or 97 of FCC rules
Informations required including debris mitigation
Insurance coverage 

Belgium Law
Law of 17th sept 2005, amended in 2013 to specifically address the 
issue of non maneuverable space objects

2. What is the current regulation for small satellites missions?
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UK law
new traffic-light approach to cube-sat mission, which recognizes
the common technological and operational aspects of certain 
space systems. Pre-determined technical assessments and 
associated likely regulatory outcomes for a set of standard 
missions (green = low risk, amber = medium risk, red = high risk)

Dutch law 
Act of 2007 relating to space activities as being launch, flight 
operation or guidance of space object in outer space. 
Administrative measure 2015 relating to “unguided satellites” i/c 
small satellites

2. What is the current regulation for small satellites missions?
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3. Is there a need for regulation adaptations?
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Issue of “fault” in case of a collision in orbit with a 
non maneuverable small satellite

First Ecuadorian satellite NEE-01 Pegaso
Launched 25th April 2013.
May 2013 collision with a particle cloud from an old 
Soviet-era rocket (launched in 1985).

Issue:
How to qualify the fault on the Russian side and even on 
the equadorian side?

Satellite was insured and loss compensated by insurance
No claim under the liability convention

3. Is there a need for regulation adaptations?
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Recent event

Swarm Technologies, a Silicon Valley-based startup operating in

stealth mode, flew four picosatellites as secondary payloads on an

Indian Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle in January.

Each SpaceBee was one-quarter the size of a single-unit cubesat.

Swarm Technologies applied for an experimental authorization with

the Federal Communications Committee to communicate with the

spacecraft. However, on Dec. 12 2017, one month before the

launch, the FCC dismissed the request.

Despite the rejected application, Swarm went ahead with the

launch that occurred

3. Is there a need for regulation adaptations?
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Debris mitigation

Small satellites proliferation increases collision risks specifically
on LEO, orbit already crowded.

They are often in densely populated orbital area, sometimes
uncontrolled, and unobservable.

Some of them are non-manoeuvrable.

Guidelines for space debris mitigation

3. Is there a need for regulation adaptations?
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4. Risk assessment and associated insurance 
coverages
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Property damage insurance

• Object: indemnifying the insured or 

loss payee in case of loss or damage to 

the insured satellite

• Insurance available for launch and/or 

on-orbit

• Total Loss, Constructive Total Loss or 

Partial Loss, the insurers will indemnify 

the declared value of the satellite or 

the value corresponding to the 

damaged part of the satellite

• “all risks” basis

• Generally 12 months cover

4. Risk assessment and associated insurance coverages

Third party liability insurance

• Third party liability for launch phase

• Generally cover liability in case of 
damages to third parties caused 
during the launch activities either by 
the launch vehicle or the on board 
satellite

• Generally subscribed by launch 
agency and following cross waivers 
and hold harmless between parties

• Third party liability for spacecraft 
operations

• Generally cover liability in case of 
damages to third parties caused by 
spacecraft operations

• Several Nations require licensed or 
registered operators to provide in 
orbit third party liability insurance 
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• Property damage insurance:

• Effect of Technologies / manufacturer / operator 

• Amount of insurance needed for these projects is very limited, and the current space insurance 
capacity is overcapacity

• Launch and 1 year on-orbit insurance was available for total loss only for nano-satellite

• The Nee-01 Pegaso, 1st Ecuador’s satellite, which collided with debris was insured for a 
limited amount of insurance (<$1m)

• Third party liability insurance:

• Standard TPL insurance available

• Risk of collision with other spacecraft remains remote

• Risk of damages on earth: quite low (most of the time full destruction of the satellite when 
reentering into the atmosphere)

4. Risk assessment and associated insurance coverages
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Only 5 per cent of satellites in LEO have insurance compared to nearly half of all GEO 
satellites.

There is a new demand for small satellite insurance

• Evolution of small sat educational projects to commercial purposes

• Company not willing to lose a satellite

• Launch insurance property and third party liability subscribed

• In-orbit insurance less subscribed

Risk assessment process must differ from small satellites to traditional satellites

Different operators, with different « insurance maturity »

Traditional satellite insurance requires vast amount of technical information to be
transferred as part of the risk assessment process. When dealing with a $300m satellite,
that remains a cost effective risk assessment method. When dealing with small satellites
with very low values, it is not viable to spend the same amount of time analysing the risk.

4. Risk assessment and associated insurance coverages
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• Development of dedicated insurance programs for these risks

• Proposition of coverages package comprising property and liability insurance within the 
same and unique program

• Proposition of insurance package for all small satellites to be launch on the same 
launcher

• on-line insurance offers: satellite developer offers just a few basic parameters about their
satellite through a form on the website: the size and value of the satellite, the launch
vehicle that will carry it and its scheduled launch. 

4. Risk assessment and associated insurance coverages
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Regulations evolves

Risks assessment of the insurers evolves

Activity will evolve in the future

Conclusion
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